Introduction
In-vivo examination of the physical connectivity of axonal projections through the white matter of the human brain is made possible by diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) [1, 2] . Analysis of dMRI commonly considers derived scalar metrics such as fractional anisotrophy as proxies for "white matter integrity," and differences of such measures have been observed as significantly correlating with various neurological diagnosis and clinical measures such as executive function [3] , presence of multiple sclerosis [4] , and genetic similarity [5] .
The analysis of such voxel measures is confounded in areas of more complicated fiber wiring due to crossing, kissing, and dispersing fibers [6] . Recently, Volz et al. [6] introduced a simple probabilistic measure of the count of distinct fiber populations within a voxel, which was shown to reduce variance in group comparisons. We propose a complementary measure that considers the complexity of a voxel in context of its local region, with an aim to quantify the localized wiring complexity of every part of white matter. This allows, for example, identification of particularly ambiguous regions of the brain for tractographic approaches of modeling global wiring connectivity [7] .
Our method builds on recent advances in image inpainting [8, 9, 10] , in which the task is to plausibly fill in a missing region of an image. This task requires both an understanding of the surrounding context of the image, as well as the ability to generate realistic content. Tremendous progress has been made in accomplishing this using deep convolutional neural networks [11] and Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) [12] . Both of these research areas have known pitfalls which are exacerbated with smaller datasets, as is often necessarily the case with brain imaging: deep learning models are confounded by adversarial examples [13] , whereas combating mode collapse in GANs is an active area of research [14] .
Bayesian deep learning introduces more robust models, especially in the limits of small data. Our proposed method builds on a Bayesian estimate of heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty of a region of white matter by inpainting it from its context [15] . This uncertainty captures the noise inherent in each input data, due for instance to sensor noise or measurement fidelity. We define the localized wiring complexity of white matter as how accurately and confidently a well-trained model can predict the missing patch. In our results, we observe low aleatoric uncertainty along major neuronal pathways which increases at junctions and towards cortex boundaries. This directly quantifies the difficulty of lesion inpainting of dMRI images at all parts of white matter. Figure 1 : Sample ground-truth (middle) and model output (right) of a patch and its context located within a "crossing pocket" [6] (left, MDA magnitude weighted background), shown as a 2D projection of a 2D slice of the 16 × 16 × 16 × 3 tensor. The z-magnitude of the 3D vectors is displayed as a blue to yellow color. The red square delineates the extent of the patch; the exterior context with the interior patch masked is the input to the generator. The model's estimated aleatoric variance is shown as a red overlay, with more red corresponding to less confident predictions.
Methods
We consider a vector field model of a diffusion-weighted image, in which the vectors correspond to the largest direction of multidirectional anisotrophy (MDA) [16] . We seek to regress a (k × k × k × 3)sized patch, corresponding to all 3D vectors encompassed by a cube of side length k, from only its (2k × 2k × 2k × 3)-sized context, in which the center patch has been masked. Refer to Fig. 1 for an example from the test dataset. We use the notion of voxel coherence [17] to model the intrinsically symmetric nature of the MDA peaks, which a vector field model otherwise would not support.
Selecting an appropriate value of k involves a trade-off between localizing the complexity well for small values of k versus a more challenging but holistic notion of wiring complexity for larger values. In this study we selected k = 8, corresponding to a patch size of 10 × 10 × 10 mm 3 .
We train a conditional GAN model to accomplish this [18] . Given the context of a patch, with the patch itself masked out with zeros, it generates the most likely estimate of the patch along with its confidence in each output dimension of that prediction. These predictions are not only encouraged to match the known ground-truth patch, but additionally to depict a realistic enough wiring pattern such that the discriminator cannot discern ground-truth from generated patches.
Whereas the discriminator loss is typical, we adopt the following loss function for the generator,
where p is the patch under consideration and C its associated context,p andσ 2 the model's predicted patch and aleatoric variance, v indexes the set of voxels V within the patch, d(x, y) = min( x − y 2 , x + y 2 ) corresponds to the symmetric L2 norm [17] , and D(C +p) the probability that the discriminator outputs for the generated patch within its context. From Eq. 1, the aleatoric varianceσ 2 is a learned, instance-specific, loss attenuation which is itself penalized for large values.
We adopt a coarse-to-fine architecture following Yu et al. [10] , which predicts an initial crude patch (optimized solely for reconstruction loss) before the final output which optimizes Eq. 1. To stabilize the convergence of the adversarial model, we apply one-side label smoothing [19] . The model was trained with a batch size of 32 on two GeForce RTX 2080s for 19 hours, or seven thousand epochs.
Data
We apply our model on the same dataset as Volz et al. [6] of 630 scans collected as part of the Human Connectome Project [20] . In particular, the minimally processed HCP images were identically reconstructed using generalized Q-sampling imaging [21] and registered to a multimodal template A minimum magnitude threshold has been applied to the uncertainty map to avoid division by low values causing spurious results.
using symmetric group-wise normalization [22] . The single largest multidimensional anisotrophy (MDA) peak was extracted from each voxel, an example of which can be seen in Fig. 1 .
We uniformly at random assigned each scan to one of training (n = 442), validation (n = 94), or test (n = 94). During each epoch of training, we uniformly at random selected a different white matter patch from each scan. Hyperparameters were tuned based on their performance on the validation set, and all results presented are from the test set.
Results
The model was evaluated on every other voxel to obtain average aleatoric variance and symmetric L2 errors, with results linearly interpolated between. These two values correlate highly (Pearson coefficient of r = 0.831, p < 10 −10 ), indicating the aleatoric variance is well calibrated. Fig. 2 shows the average aleatoric coefficient of variation (the square root of the variance normalized by MDA magnitude) across all test scans for each patch for select slices. This measure controls for greater model error, and thus uncertainty, associated with regions of higher MDA image intensity.
The normalized aleatoric uncertainty is lowest within major fiber bundles, which are relatively simple uniform structures, though greater near junctions or crossings of those bundles. It is greatest towards where white matter fibers disperse into gray matter. We observe a high uncertainty, relative to nearby regions, near the "crossing pockets" (seen in Fig. 1 ) identified by Volz et al. [6] as having multiple distinguishable orientations.
Discussion
These results are an average across a population, and as such assumes a certain homogeneity in wiring patterns, or the complexity thereof, across individuals. However, we observe relatively high uncertainty in regions which are known to be the most heterogeneous within this same population [6] .
Our future work will aim to better quantify and understand heterogeneity, especially in the presence of complex wiring patterns. A current limitation of our model, and in our future understanding of these heterogeneous regions, is that this study only considered the single largest MDA peak per voxel. We observed difficulty in obtaining stable convergence of adversarial models when further peaks were considered, but this is not a fundamental limitation.
Lesioned brains offer particular challenges for group analysis, as the lesions are confounders for group normalization [23] . The method presented here could naturally be extended to ameliorate such challenges. We intend to further study the effects of the patch size k to assess its usefulness for larger lesions, as well as its effects on complexity analysis such as that considered in this study.
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